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Canvas Training Dummies
The training dummies are made from tough, durable, waterproof 12oz duck cotton 
canvas for longer lasting use and are filled to give the correct feel to the dog’s 
mouth. A plastic sealed interior helps prevent the dummies sinking when used in 
water.

‘Flyer’ - 1/2lb Dummy with throwing toggle
Same weight as the puppy dummy but 
fitted with a throwing toggle making the 
dummy easy to throw over distance. 
Code: TR02 - £4.25
Purple, Pink & Camo - £5.99

Hand Throwing Dummy 1lb, 2lb and 3lb
1lb hand throwing dummy, the popular and 
essential part of training or competitions. 
The 1lb, 2lb and 3lb hand throwing 
dummies are ideal for simple, blind and 
directional retrieves, both on land and in 
water.
Code: 1lbTR04 - £4.99
Purple, Pink & Camo - £6.50

Puppy Dummy - 1/2lb
1/2lb Soft fill, small, light weight. No 
throwing toggle. Ideal for the early stages 
of retrieving. Two shapes available.
Code: TR01 - £3.50
Code: TR01-ND - £3.50

TR01-ND
Green Only

TR01

Inbetween Dummy
1/2lb size with 1lb weight. Ideal for dogs that 
are not ready for 1lb size but ready for 1lb 
weight dummy.
Code TR45 - £4.25

2lb/3lb Dummy
Fitted with throwing toggle. Sealed interior, 
will float in water. Ideal for simple, blind 
and directional retrieves, both on land and 
in water. Green colour canvas only.
Code 2lb:TR46 - £5.50
Code 3lb:TR06 - £6.50



‘Flyer’ - Long Throw Dummy
Long 8mm thinkness for easy grip throwing 
cord attached to aid in achieving much 
greater throwing distance 
Code: LTD_1/2LB £4.25

Hand Throwing Dummy Long Throw 
Dummy
Long 8mm thinkness for easy grip throwing 
cord attached to aid in achieving much 
greater throwing distance
Code: LTD_1LB £4.99

Handle Throwing Dummy Handle style 
8mm thinkness thowing cord attached, 
to aid in the throwing and carrying of the 
dummy.
Green colour only
Code: TR04_HTD £4.99

Scent
Rabbit Stick Scent Code: Stick01
Pheasant Stick Scent Code: Stick02
Duck Stick Scent Code: Stick03
Grouse Stick Scent Code: Stick04
£6.95

Rabbit Scent liquid Code: SL01
Pheasant Scent Liquid Code: SL02
Duck Scent Liquid  Code: SL03
Grouse Scent Liquid Code: SL04
£6.50

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Specialist Training Dummies
Disc Dummy
The disc dummy is designed to aid the 
working of your dog (s). The disc dummy 
floats on water, is flat so your dogs really 
have to hunt for it! Available in three sizes 
and weights.
Code TR35 Mini Disc dummy - £3.50
Code TR26 1/2lb Disc dummy - £4.25
Code TR27 1lb Disc dummy - £4.99

Game Dummy
The Game Dummy is weighted at each end 
with a soft fill middle. When retrieved and 
held correctly the Game Dummy will bend 
either side of the dogs mouth, simulating 
the feel of real game. 

The Game Dummy Standard is approx 
600g, 45cm long and has a throwing 
toggle. The Game Dummy Puppy is approx 
150g - soft fill, no toggle, but has small 
attachment of tape for throwing.
Code GAME_Mini - £4.95
Code GAME_PUP - Game Puppy - £5.95
Code GAME_ST - Game Standard - £6.95

Three Piece Dummy
Weighted at both ends with soft fill middle, 
teaches your dog to hold the dummy 
correctly. Useful training aid. 
Small approx 1/2lb, large approx 1lb.
Code 3PIECE_S - £5.95
Code 3PIECE_L - £6.95
Code 3PIECE_L_Rabbit £11.99

Bird Dummy
2 sizes and weights available in green, 
orange and red.
Pup - approx 250g - partridge or pigeon size.
Standard approx 500g - pheasant or duck size.
Made to look and feel just like real birds. 
Moving head and thowing cord attached. 
Scent can be applied or one of our Rabbit 
Skins or Pheasant Pelts. Helps the dog 
retreive and hold the dummy correctly.
Code Bird_pup - £10.50
Code Bird_Std - £11.99

NEW



Specialist Training Dummies
The Lite Launcher Tutor Bird
WINNER of the 2013 IPC Shooting 
Industry Trade Award - New Gundog 
Training Product!
The Tutor bird has been designed to excel 
in all aspects of a dogs retrieve and in every 
situation,whether long marks,water or cover. 
The size and shape are similar to a partridge 
which makes it idea for all dogs from 
youngsters to experienced adults.
Available as the Tutor Bird Scented- Red or 
the Tutor Bird Flash - White (not scented)
Code LL07 (Red) - £15.99
Code LL07 (White) - £14.99
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NEW GUNDOG 
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Bird Body Dummy
Weight approx 350g
Code Bird_body - £11.99

Feather Dummy
Available in 1/2lb and 1lb - same shape 
and size as the standard canvas throwing 
dummies. Simply place your feathers inside 
the strong elastic. Feathers are included.
Throwing toggle attached Green in colour.
Code TR30 1/2lb Feather Dummy - £5.50
Code TR31 1lb Feather Dummy - £5.95

Hare/Goose Dummy
6lb - Green
This training dummy is weighed at each end 
with a soft fill middle section which teaches 
your dog to lift and balance large and heavy 
weights correctly. Sealed interior, but the 
dummy does not float in water.
Code TR08 - £8.50

Streamer Dummy
Black and white streamers sewn onto the 
dummy helping the dog mark the dummy 
as it travels through the air. Green Colour 
canvas only.
Code TR41 1/2lb Streamer Dummy - £5.50
Code TR40 1lb Streamer Dummy - £5.95



Specialist Training Dummies
Dummy Ball
Alternative dummy adding variation to your 
retrieves. Thick throwing cord attached 
to aid in throwing greater distances and 
easy to carry. Great training Aid for both 
experinced dogs and those dogs just 
starting their training.
Code DBall £5.50

Duet Dummy
Code 1lb TR42 - £4.99
Code 1/2lb TR43 - £4.25

Bolting Dummy and Accessories
Bolting Dummy - complete with 10m 
elasticised rubber length, 2 x corkscrew 
tethers, green canvas dummy, quick 
release clip and cord.
Code BR01 - £29.99

10m Spare Elastic Cord.
Code BR04 - £14.00

Feather Wing Wrap
Designed to wrap around your dummies, 
accustoms your dog to feathers in their 
mouth. 
Code FWW £3.95

Grass Dummy
Designed so that when thrown the Grass 
Dummy really buries itself into the grass or 
cover, making the dogs really hunt for it!
Small in size and nearly 1lb in weight.
Scent can be applied
Availble in a canvas or rabbit dummy
Code - GD_GRN £3.95
Code - GD_Rabbit £7.95

NEW

NEW
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Water, Soft Mouth and Tennis Ball Dummies

Water Dummy Retriever
Ideal dummy for training your dog in the 
water. This dummy has a strong nylon 
throwing cord, strong and durable plastic 
material with knobbles on for easy mouth 
grip. Unsinkable in normal use.
Code TR09 - £4.99

Water Dummy Foam Filled (white only)
Code TR09F - £5.99

Soft Mouthed Dummies
The dummies are made with softer, more 
pliable plastic materials which give them the 
soft, supple feel of a real bird’s body. The 
exclusive, non-slip, “ S Grip™ ” Technology 
design make these dummies the most 
advanced and easy to use training tool 
available.

With the “S Grip™ ” design, the dog’s 
eye teeth lock firmly into the curves of the 
dummy’s exclusive patterns.
SMD £8.99

Tennis Balls Pack - florescent yellow. Useful 
training aid. 
Code TR16 - £3.00

Elongated Tennis Ball Training Dummies
These dummies are easily thrown over long 
distances with the long throwing cord. Floats 
in water. 
Available in 2 sizes.
Puppy Code TR15 - £5.50
Standard Code TR14 - £6.50

NEW



Rabbit Skin Training Dummies

1/4lb Rabbit Dummy 
with throwing toggle
Code TR44 - £9.50

‘Flyer’
1/2lb Rabbit Dummy with throwing toggle
Code TR03 - £10.50

1lb Rabbit Dummy 
with throwing toggle
Code TR05 - £11.50

2lb Rabbit Dummy 
with throwing toggle 
Code TR50 - £12.50

3lb Rabbit Dummy 
with throwing toggle 
Code TR51 - £15.95

Rabbit Fur - cured rabbit skin.
Accustoms your dog to fur when easily 
wrapped around our training dummies
Code TR10 - £6.95
Please note that fur colour varies.

Rabbit Ball
Code TR23 - £3.60

Rabbit Ball with toggle
Code TR23_TG - £3.95

Bolting Rabbit
Complete with 10m elasticised rubber 
length, 2 x corkscrew tethers, RABBIT 
SKIN dummy, quick release clip and cord.
Code BR02 - £35.00

10m Spare Elastic Cord.
Code BR04 - £14.00

NEW

NEW



Rabbit Skin Training Dummies

Pheasant Training Dummies

1/2 lb Rabbit Disc with toggle
Code TR47 - £10.99

Dual Dummy with throwing toggle
Half Rabbit Skin, half Canvas, help the 
dogs that do not like picking up game or 
canvas!
Two sizes 1/2lb and 1lb
Code TR24 - 1/2lb Dual Dummy - £10.50
Code TR25 - 1lb Dual Dummy - £11.50

Pheasant Pelt
Cured Pheasant Skin. Life like. Can be 
attached to a dummy
Code PP-Only - £11.99
Code PP-with 1/2lb Dummy - £14.50
Code PP-with 1lb Dummy - £15.50

Bunny Dummy
Very life like. Detachable rabbit skin body cover 
included. Made in three parts so encourages 
the dog to pick and hold the bunny dummy in 
the middle. Large - 2lb, Small - 1lb.
Code BD_L - Bunny Dummy - Large. 
Price £69.00
Code BD_S - Bunny Dummy - Small. 
Price £55.00
Code BD_bodycover_L - Body Cover Large. 
Price £8.95
Code BD_bodycover_S - Body Cover Small. 
Price £7.95



Pheasant 
Code DFT01 - £29.95
 
Mallard
Code DFT02 - £28.00

Mini Mallard
Code DFT08 - £22.90

Teal
Code DFT03 - £24.00

Partridge
Code DFT04 - £24.00

Grouse
Code DFT07 - £29.95

Dove
Code DFT09 - £24.00

Goose
Code DFT05 - £48.00

Power Throw Grip
Code DFT06 - £2.50

Pheasant Scent
Code Scent01 - £8.95
 
Waterfowl Scent
Code Scent02 - £8.95

Wings
Code DFT10 - £16.50

Dokken Dead Fowl Trainers 
UK Distributor

The Dead Fowl Trainer teaches your dog how to properly hold and carry all game 
birds. The body is soft, durable, scent-injectable with a life-like look and feel. The hard 
free-swinging head disciplines unwanted aggressive head shaking. Easy to throw and 
floats. Very effective, durable and all used by professional gundog trainers.

NEW

NEW



Starting Pistols and Blanks
All starting pistols crucially ensure you fully comply with both the Firearms 
Regulations and the new Violent Crime Reduction Regulations.

ROHM Starting Pistol
Six shot magazine pistol .22
Code SP00 - £69.00

Spare ROHM magazine for SP00 
Code SP03 - £8.95

EMGE Starting Pistol
Six shot magazine pistol .22 
Code SP06 - £49.95

Spare EMGE magazine for SP06 
Code SP07 - £5.50

Starting Pistol
Revolver type 8 shot
Code SP01 - £35.50

Blanks for starting pistol - .22 cal.
Short. 22 Blanks approx 100 per box
Code SP02 - £6.35

Long .22 Blanks approx 200 per box
Code SP05 - £19.99

Shotgun Blank Adapter 12G to .22 Long
Code SP04 - £36.95



Dog Leads and Accessories

Gundog Slip Leads (8mm)
Good choice of colours. White with blue fleck, green with blue 
fleck, red with yellow fleck, royal blue with red fleck, yellow 
with red fleck. Looped handle and an adjustable neck stop.
Rubber Fittings Code L01 - £4.25
Rubber Fittings Code L01 2M - £4.50
Deluxe leather fittings Code L02 - £4.95

Country Classic Slip Leads (8mm)
Olive green and black in colour. Adjustable neck stop. 
Looped handle. Traditional style.
Rubber fittings Code L05 £4.90
Rubber fittings Code L05 2M - £5.50 (two metre length)
Deluxe leather fittings Code L06 - £5.50

Thick 16mm Slip Leads
Gundog Deluxe Slip lead 40” in length. Red with yellow 
fleck. Finished with leather neck stop fittings.
Code L09 - £9.50

Country Classic Deluxe slip lead. 40” in length. Olive colour. 
Finished with leather neck stop fittings.
Code L10 - £10.50
Twin Sets (Brace) Leads
Ideal for the handler who wants to retain two dogs.
Gundog Brace set deluxe leather fittings Code L04 - £9.50
Country Classic Brace set rubber fittings Code L07 - £9.50
Country Classic Brace set Deluxe leather fittings 
Code L08 - £10.50

Swivel Slip Lead
Designed with the swivel inserted half way down the lead
Ideal for puppies or slightly excitable dogs when they are 
moving around you, saves the lead becoming tangled around 
your hand. Olive green in colour. 140cm in length
Looped handle, 8mm braid thinkness. Rubber Neck Stop
Code L20 - £6.95

1.2m Range
Available in Olive, Red and Emerald Green
Code L01_1.2M - £3.95 (Red & Emerald Green)
Code L05_1.2M - £4.50 (Olive)

Leather slip leads
Flat leather lead. Excellent quality made in England using UK 
sourced leather. Supple and tan in colour. Neck stop and looped 
handle. Length 48 inches 
Code L12  - £22.00
Code L13 - £19.00

Rope Slip Leads
8mm thick, 1.5m long, looped handle, neck stop. Colours: 
Olive Green, Red, Natural, Purple, Pink and Union Jack
Code L16 - £7.99
12mm thick, 1.5m long, looped handle, neck stop. Colours: 
Olive Green, Natural
Code L17 - £8.99

L12 L13

NEW



Dog Leads and Accessories

Tethers

Folding Spike Dog Tether
Code tether_02 £21.49

Folding Spike Dog Tether with Lead
Code tether_03 £25.00

Folding Spike Dog Tether with Quick Release
Code tether_04 £29.99

Training Line
TL_10m - £15.95
TL_15m - £20.50
TL_20m - £25.99

Cork Screw Tether
Tethers are used in conjunction with a slip 
lead. Helps to control the dogs obedience 
when temptation arises. Superior quality 
forged steel. Plated to resist rust. Highly 
effective in keeping your dog under control 
if required.
Code tether_01 £3.95

NEW

NEW

NEW



Dummy Launchers
Trains your dog to work to shot under conditions of control. Also helps the dog get used 
to the sound of gunfire.

Proof tested. Easy to operate. Issued with full user instructions. Fitted with a recoil handle 
and includes a choice of canvas or pvc launcher dummies. 

Lucky Launcher
The Lucky Launcher is a dummy launcher 
combined with a shoulder stock.
Code DLA18 - £139.95

Super Pro Low Recoil Dummy Launcher
Kit contains - launcher with canvas dummy, 
spare O rings and ear plugs.
Code DLA16 - £129.00

Lite Launcher Freelance Shoulder Stock 
Launcher included
Code LL06 - £120.00

Dummy Launcher - complete with oval RRT 
PVC launcher dummy
Code DLA01 - £85.00

Dummy Launcher - complete with RRT 
canvas launcher dummy 
Code: DLA02 - £88.99

Dummy Launcher - complete with oval Lite 
Launcher PVC launcher dummy
Code LLD_PVC - £79.00

Dummy Launcher - complete with Lite 
Launcher canvas launcher dummy
Code: LLD - £84.00



Remote Control Launchers
Please only use the Yellow Launcher Blanks

Grouse Conversion Kit
Available as single.
Remote Launcher without the launcher
head. Simply attached your RRT launcher
head. Instructions and parts included
Code LL20 - £160

Lite Launcher Single Shot Retrieve Air 
Launcher
Comes with ball tube, spigot for dummies and 
a dummy - simply unscrew to change over

Very low profile, can operate from over 100 
metres away from the handset and is quiet and 
discrete to use. The launcher is filled with air via 
a few methods, filled between 50 to 150 psi via 
a standard car tyre valve on a one fill one fire 
basis, the higher the pressure the further the 
dummy goes. Code  LL25 - £199.00

Lite Launcher Grouse Standard
Grouse Remote Control Launcher
Available as a Single, Duo and Quad
Exceptionally quick to fire, the new Grouse 
model can take only seconds to make ready 
to fire and is by far the most user friendly 
launcher on the market
Code LL01 - £245
Code LL02 - £450
Code LL04 - £885 
(Quad includes 4 launcher dummies)

Lite Launcher Grouse PRO
With heightened specification 
to improve its usability for a 
professional trainer or a trainer 
who may have a busier than 
normal training regime
Additional extras are- enlarged 
battery pack, fast auto charger, 
additional lanyard remote control, 
additional reception antenna, o 
rings and lite launcher dummy

Available as a Single, Duo, Quad, 
6, 8 or 12

Code LL01_PRO  - £270
Code LL02_PRO  - £515
Code LL04_PRO - £1005

Lite Launcher Remote Control Bird Release
Remotely operated by a small radio handset from up to 100 meters away. Very easy 
to operate simply place the bird in the hammock, lower it into the basket and place 
the restraint bar over the top and into the catch. When your ready press the remote 
control button and the bird is pushed into the air out of reach of the dog to fly freely 
away just like a natural flush. Can also be used with dummies and cold game.
Code LL11 - £150.00

The Remote Natural Flush Bird Launchers allow you to handle up to 16 self-programmable 
Bird Launchers from up to 700 yards away. A beeper attached to the Remote Launchers 
allows for quick and easy location with a touch of a button from your transmitter.

The BL509 and the BL505 ‘Add On’ size fits birds such as quails and pigeons while the large 
size BL709 and BL705 ‘Add On’ fits birds such as pheasants and ducks. All Natural Flush 
Bird Launchers offer the “Quiet Release” system to keep from “spooking” your dog as well 
as high quality nets and springs for effective launching.

Pigeon Size [BL509] / Pigeon Size - Add On - without remote [BL505]
Pheasant/Duck Size [BL709] / Pheasant/Duck Size - Add On - without remote [BL705]
Prices available on our website or please ring for details. Prices vary due to exchange rate.

NEW

NEW

NEW



Launcher Dummies and Accessories
Choice of PVC and canvas dummies. The launcher dummies have been designed so 
they float on water and can also be used for working on land.

Lite Launcher - Launcher Ball
Perfect size for all dogs, enough weight to 
penetrate into deep cover or roll along grass 
to leave a powder scent trail for a dog to 
follow
Code LD_Ball - £14.00

Lite Launcher - Tutor Bird Launcher Dummy
Tutor Bird launcher dummy is idea for emulating a partridge sized bird 
being shot.
The oval body makes for a perfect pick by the dog , the free swinging 
weighted head and long twin tail gives the dog the visuals picture of a real 
dead bird both on launch and upon retrieve . Floats high and due to the 
rust resistant launcher tube section is perfect for continuous water work . 
Weight and size about the same as a good size partridge.
Red in colour so once on the ground its a harder for the dog to see, so it 
will rely more on its nose to pick up on the burnt powder scent a real shot 
bird smells of .
Fits the hand launchers,Grouse and Shoulder Stock Launcher models as 
well as most other makes of dummy launcher available elsewhere.

Code LL08 - £17.99

Lite Launcher PVC Streamer Launcher 
Dummy
Ideal to help your dog mark the dummy

Code LL14 - £14.95

Lite Launcher Ultra Last PVC Launcher 
Dummy
Code LL10 - £12.95

Lite Launcher Canvas Streamer 
Launcher Dummy
Code LL13 - £15.95

Lite Launcher Canvas Launcher Dummy
Code LL09 - £14.50

Lite Launcher Ball Boy
Virtually recoil free even with powerful blanks so brilliant for ladies. Nylon grip avoid 
damaging the launchers spigot when fitted on. Fitted in seconds and simple to 
use. Fires a ball out to 50 meters. Rust proof and maintenance free. Light weight so 
doesn’t unbalance the launcher. Fits all known makes of launcher available in the UK, 
whether hand or remote operated
Code LL12 - £24.95

NEW



Feather-weight Launcher Dummies
To fit New Super Pro Low Recoil Launcher
Code DLA17 - £19.50

Dokken Teal Launcher Dummy
Simulates dead bird in the water.
Code DLA12 - £37.50

DLA09 – Pack of 5 O rings - £2.50

Rabbit Skin Sleeve
Simple pull over the canvas launcher 
dummy and fasten with Velcro to keep 
secure. Try firing the launcher dummy along 
the ground, simulates a bolting rabbit.
Code DLA10 - £9.95

Launcher Blanks
.22 cal blanks. Suitable for use in the dummy 
launcher. Approx 100 per box.

Green - short distance Code DLA06 - £9.95

Yellow - middle distance Code DLA07 - £9.95

Red - long distance Code DLA08 - £9.95

RRT Canvas launcher dummy.
Code DLA04 - £15.95

Code DLA20 (Streamer) - £17.75

RRT PVC launcher dummy
Code DLA03 - £14.00
Code DLA19 (Streamer) - £16.00



Whistles             Main distributor

A whistle plays a essential role in training and working your dog (dogs) in close proximity 
or over distance.

Acme High Pitch Whistles - Tough, durable and popular.

210 ½ - Ultra high pitch, without a pea. 
Produces a solid, single, high frequency tone.
Black, Orange, Baby Blue, Lime Green, 
Purple, Brown and Yellow - £5.50
Baltic Blue and Forest Green - £5.99

210 - Ultra high pitch - with a pea producing 
a ‘roll’ sound. 
Black and Orange - £6.25

212 - Trialer. Small whistle, but very high 
pitched. No pea. Holds tone over distance.
Black and Orange - £7.00

640 - Moulded double tone combi whistle.
£4.50

810 Buffalo Whistle - £16.75

641 - Moulded Double tone: small combi 
whistle - £4.30

642 – combination whistle of 560 & 211 ½.
Double ended . The stop and turn whistle.
£10.00

STAG1 - Staghorn whistle single tone - £11.95

STAG2 - Staghorn whistle two tone - £14.50

211 ½ - Standard high pitch without pea. 
Solid tone, single frequency.
Black, Orange, Baby Blue, Lime Green, 
Purple, Brown and Yellow - £5.50
Baltic Blue and Forest Green - £5.99

See whistle and 
lanyard sets for 
more colours



Acme Thunderer - Injection moulded plastic.
560 - the most popular thunderer - £2.40
660 - small whistle with a high pitch - £1.35

Acme Thunderer - Nickel plated brass range.
58 - large whistle that produces a large, 
deep sound - £6.30
58 ½ - large whistle, producing a
medium tone - £4.75
59 ½ - Medium to high pitch - £4.45
60 ½ - small whistle with tapered mouthpiece. 
High pitch - £4.00

535 - Brass Nickel Plated ‘Silent Dog Whistle’ 
- adjustable frequency. Protective end cap.
£12.99

Acme Shepherds Mouth Whistles
575 - Nickel plated . Silver traditional 
shepherds lip whistle - £2.50

576 - Plastic shepherds lip whistle.
Assorted colours. Loop for lanyard attachment 
£1.50

Sterling Silver Whistles
Sporting Saint presents the ACME Sterling 
Silver Selection of Whistles. Available in 210.5, 
211.5 and 212 and presented in a neat box. 
Sterling Silver - £220.00
Gold Plated Sterling Silver - £270.00

Sterling Silver or Gold Plated Sleeves - 
whistle included
Available in 210, 211.5 or 210.5
Silver - £59.00
Gold Plated - £95.00

Whistle and Lanyard Set. 210.5 or 211.5. 
Colours - Black, Purple, Baby Blue, 
Yellow and Orange.
Code WS_210.5  - £6.50
Code WS_211.5 - £6.50

Colours - Red, Beige, Honeysuckle, 
Lilac,Neon Green, Emerald Green and 
Hot Pink
Code WS_210.5  - £6.99
Code WS_211.5 - £6.99

Whistle and Lanyard Set. 212
Code WS_212 Black or Orange - £7.95
Code WS_212 Neon Green or Hot Pink -
£8.99



Lanyards
A range of lanyards for your whistles all made in the UK.

Fixed Neck 3mm width, swivel clip whistle 
attachment. Colours - black, blue, red, 
green, baby blue, orange, purple, pink and 
yellow.
Code LY01 - £1.95

Adjustable Neck 3mm or 4mm width, 
attractive olive green polyester cord with 
swivel clip whistle attachment.
Code LY02. 3mm - £2.50
Code LY02. 4mm - £3.50

Leather Bootlace Light tan, supple leather, 
with swivel clip whistle attachment.
Code LY03 - £5.95

Woven Leather Tan colour, made out of 
high quality leather, with swivel clip whistle 
attachment.
Code LY04 - £16.50

Plaited Leather 
Smart leather lanyard available in Havanna 
or Oak. Clip for whistle attachment.
Code LY08 - £19.99

Deluxe Braided leather.
Very Smart for that training event or 
competition.
A true classic. Colours - dark tan, two tone 
tan, red/tan, blue/tan, green/tan, black and 
purple. Made using Kangaroo Leather
Code LY05 - £29.00

Twisted Lanyard Code LY07 - £6.50

Sporting Saint Branded Lanyard.
Code LY06 - £2.95

NEW



Game Bags

Small Game/Tack bag - with front net
Size 40cm across by 35cm deep
Very basic small bag with a front net, 
suitable for carrying a few items. Adjustable 
shoulder strap.
Colours: Olive, Purple, Pink and Taupe.
Code GB04 - £19.50

Wax Open Top Game / Tack Bag
• Made from hard wearing wax wear
• Will hold a few birds, or ideal for a few 
 training items
• 19 inches wide, by 13 inches high
• Shoulder strap
• Popper fasteners if required
• Lined
• Small and light enough to fold to put in your 
 pocket if required
• Open top, so no flap, making the bag very 
 easy to fill with your collected game
• Great product addition to your picking 
 up aids!
Code GB06 - £19.50

Open Top Dummy Bag
Size 49cm across by 32cm deep. 
Removable washable liner with a large 
mesh outer pocket. Adjustable shoulder 
strap.
Code GB07 - £24.65

Medium Game/Tack Bag
Size 44cm across by 35cm deep. 
Removable washable liner with 2 external 
pockets and large mesh outer pocket. Will 
easily hold 6 1lb training dummies.
Colours: Olive, Purple, Pink and Taupe.
Code GB02 - £24.65

Large Game/Tack Bag
Size 56cm across by 45cm deep. 
Removable washable liner with 2 external 
pockets and large mesh outer pocket. Will 
easily hold 10 1lb training dummies.
Colour: Olive.
Code GB01 - £29.50

NEW

NEW



Training Waistcoat
Adjustable waist band 32” to 50”+ Will fit 
Gentlemen, Ladies and small adults. Two good 
sized adjustable or removable side pockets 
(Can hold two dummies). Inner pocket to carry 
blanks etc & large open back pouch pocket.
Code TWC - £35.95

Training Belt
Adjustable waist band 32” to 50”+ Will fit 
Gentlemen, Ladies and small adults. Two good 
sized adjustable or removable side pockets 
(Can hold two dummies). Inner pocket to carry 
blanks etc. Side Loop to hold dummy launcher.
Code TBELT - £25.00

Dummy Vest
The Vest is designed with an integral 
adjustable waist belt that equally distributes 
the weight on your hips. It’s unique design 
also prevents the straps from cutting into 
your shoulders. Two large front pockets with 
enough room for training items. Two inside 
pockets with zipper. Holds 8-10 dummies
Colours - khaki - Material -100% canvas

S - waist belt max. 101 cm
M - waist belt max. 113 cm
L - waist belt max. 126 cm
XL - waist belt max. 134 cm
Code DV - £64.50

Dummy Vest, Training Waistcoat & Training Belt



Towelling Dog Coats and Bags

Dokken Neoprene Dog Vest
Superstretch 3mm Neoprene

A zippered closure with extra wide velcro flange and heavy duty nylon stitching.

It is great for all extreme hunting and training conditions. For best results, use during 
pre-season training and conditioning to acclimate your dog to the vest.
Size Neck Chest Stomach Breed Price
S  under 17” 27” & under 24” & under Spaniel £30.00
M under 19” 27” & under 24” & under Spaniel £30.00
L  under 21” 30” & under 27” & under Pointer/ S Lab £30.00
XL under 22” 32” & under 28” & under Lab/Retreiver £30.00
XXL under 25” 34” & under 30” & under Lab/Retreiver £30.00
XXXL under 27” 36” & under 32” & under L Lab/Retreiver £30.00

Dry Toweling Bags 
• Towel dog dry bags
• For use after bath or country sports
• Large zip for cold wet hands
• Helps to keep you dog dry, clean and warm
• Available in green colour
• Fully machine washable
Towel Dog Dry Bags are ideal for after muddy 
walks, bathing, days out at the beach or 
country pursuits. Put your dirty, wet, mud 
covered dog inside our towelling dog dry bag 
and leave all the mess inside the dog dry bag 
and not all over your kitchen, car or house! 
Fine grade towelling with a large sturdy zip 
(great for cold wet hands!) and Velcro tab at 
the neck for easy fitting. Washable at 40 c or 
below. 

SIZES & SUGGESTED BREEDS :
SIZE 4 (18“ NECK) COCKER / SPRINGER 
£37.00
SIZE 5 (22” NECK) LABRADOR / BOXER 
£42.00
SIZE 6 (24“ NECK) RETRIEVER  £49.00

Dog Towelling Coats
• Cotton towelling dog coats
• For drying off wet dogs
• Adjustable Velcro at neck and girth
• 2 layers thick
• Fully machine washable at 40 c or below
• Available in green
• Made in Britain
The coats do not have a wadding in between 
the layers, therefore they dry much quicker 
and do not over heat your dog.

Sizing - For accurate sizing please measure 
your dog from the back of the neck (collar 
area) to where the tail begins. If non of the 
sizing below matches your requirements 
please ask as we make other sizes. Thank you

Cocker - 20 inch £31.99
Springer - 22 inch £36.49
Labs - working bitch - 24 inch £40.00
Labs - working dogs - 26 inch £42.00
Retreivers - 28 inch £45.00

NEW

NEW



Working Gundogs - An Introduction to 
Training and Handling by Martin Deeley
Working Gundogs - An Introduction to 
Training and Handling covers all aspects of 
gundog training from choosing a suitable 
puppy to beating and picking up on a shoot.
Code BK13 - £19.95

The Shooting Record Book
At last, the most useful gift and piece of kit 
for every shooting enthusiast.
Code BK21 - £9.95

Training the Working Spaniel by Janet 
Menzies
Written for anyone who trains working 
spaniels, with special benefit to novice and 
newcomer trainers.
Code BK15 - £19.95

101 Shooting Excuses by Bryn Parry
Oops, missed again!
Now you have an excuse, or 101 to 
be exact.
Code BK22 - £9.95

Professional Gundog Training - The Trade 
Secrets by Joe Irving
Joe Irving reveals the techniques and skills 
of the professional gundog trainers. It covers 
all aspects of gundog training as well as 
giving advice on field trials, breeding and 
care of gundogs.
Code BK05 - £19.95

Shooting A Season of Discovery by The 
Duchess of Rutland with Jane Pruden
Shooting: A Season of Discovery is a 
fascinating and revealing guide to some of 
the UK’s most significant shoots along with 
the people who shoot and work there.
Code BK23 - £30.00

Hunt, Point, Retrieve for Work and Showing 
by Nigel Dear
Aimed at both the beginner and those with 
more experience, this invaluable book opens 
up all aspects of the fascinating Hunt, Point, 
Retreive Code BK12 - £19.95

Phesant Shooting by David Hudson
Pheasant Shooting is a comprehensive guide to 
the sport that covers all aspects from the formal 
driven shoot to the simplest of rough shoots.
Code BK20 - £19.95

Training Spaniels by Joe Irving
This book explains to the novice trainer 
what is to be done step by step and just as 
importantly explains how to obviate defects 
of behaviour in the dogs and remedy them 
when they occur.
Code BK02 - £18.95

NOB’s Guide to Beating and Picking up by 
Veronica Heath
A totally revised and updated guide to the 
initiation and management of successful 
‘picking up’ in the field.
Code BK24 - £16.95

The Working Labrador by David Hudson
This book is written for the Labrador owner 
whose dog is a family pet and also a working 
gundog.
Code BK06 - £18.99

The Working Springer Spaniel 
by Keith Earlandson
The working springer spaniel has long been 
the most popular sporting breed throughout 
the English speaking world.
Code BK25 - £20.00

Total Recall by Pippa Mattinson
Perfect response training for puppies and 
adult dogs.
Code BK16 - £16.95

Pointing Dogs by Kenneth C. Roebuck
Solid, practical advice on the care and training of 
all pointing breeds.
Code BK18 - £16.95

Gundogs – Their Learning Chain by Joe Irving
Joe Irving’s paperback edition of his greatly 
respected handbook on gundogs shows how to 
train a dog for any type of shooting, by following 
a series of basic lessons which form a special 
sequence or learning chain.
Code BK03 - £14.99

Training The Working Labrador 
by Jeremy Hunt
Training the Working Labrador looks at all aspects 
of the care, management and training of the 
modern working Labrador.
Code BK17 - £19.95

Books
We stock a selection of Gundog Training and Working books. Books on other areas 
of gundogs, breeding, training are also available.



DVDs

COCKER SPANIEL 
TRAINING MASTER 
CLASS PART ONE 
- BASIC TRAINING 
100mins
Code DVD09 - £31.00

COCKER SPANIEL 
TRAINING MASTER 
CLASS PART TWO - 
WORKING TRAINING 
100mins
Code DVD10 - £31.00

SPANIEL TRAINING 
MASTER CLASS 
- PART 3 ADULT 
TRAINING & 
WORKING 105mins.
Code DVD06 - £31.00

RETRIEVER 
TRAINING MASTER 
CLASS - PART 2 TEN 
MONTHS TO ADULT 
featuring Edward 
Martin. 105mins
Code DVD08 - £31.00

RETRIEVER 
TRAINING MASTER 
CLASS - PART1 
Puppy to nine months. 
Featuring Edward 
Martin. 105mins
Code DVD07 - £31.00

Springer Spaniel 
Training - Film 2 - 
David Lisett  
8 - 13 months
76mins
Code DVD16 - £32.80

The Drakeshead Way 
with John Halstead 
– BASIC Retriever 
Training. 78mins
Code DVD13 - £35.50

COCKER SPANIEL 
TRAINING MASTER 
CLASS PART THREE 
- FIELD TRAINING 
105mins
Code DVD11 - £31.00

COCKER SPANIEL 
TRAINING MASTER 
CLASS PART FOUR 
- WORKING LIFE 
105mins
Code DVD12 - £31.00

David Lisett of 
Buccleuch Gundogs. 
Complete Spaniel 
Training Series.
4 x Films. 300mins
Code DVD19 - £99.95

Springer Spaniel 
Training - Film 3 - 
David Lisett
13 - 20 months
78mins
Code DVD17 - £32.80

The Drakeshead 
ADVANCED Way. 
Retriever Training with 
John Halstead and 
commentary by Martin 
Deeley. 88mins
Code DVD14 - £35.50

BASIC SPANIEL 
TRAINING FOR THE 
GUN 74 mins
Code DVD01 - £31.00

Springer Spaniel 
Training - Film 1 - 
David Lisett
Birth to 8 months
79 mins 
Code DVD15 - £32.80

Springer Spaniel 
Training - Film 4 - 
David Lisett
Final stages for the 
polished gundog
67 mins
Code DVD18 - £32.80

ADVANCED SPANIEL 
TRAINING FOR FIELD 
& TRIALS 85mins
Code DVD03 - £31.00

SPANIEL TRAINING 
MASTER CLASS - 
PART 1 PUPPY TO 
EIGHT MONTHS
105mins
Code DVD04 - £31.00

SPANIEL TRAINING 
MASTER CLASS 
- PART 2 EIGHT 
MONTHS TO ADULT 
105mins.
Code DVD05 - £31.00

BASIC RETRIEVER 
TRAINING FOR THE 
GUN 74 mins.
Code DVD02 - £31.00



Game Carriers

Double Loop Game Carrier
Available with Nylon or Leather Strap. Easy 
to carry and folds to fit in your pocket, can 
carry up to 16 pheasants.
Leather - Code GC_DL_LTH. £POA
Nylon - code GC_DLN £10

Single Loop
Available with Nylon or Leather Strap. Can 
carry up to 10 Pheasants
Leather - Code GC_SL_LTH - POA
Nylon - Code GC_SL £7.50

Eazy Game Carrier
Availble in Partridge or Pheasant Size
Partridge (White) will carry approx 40 birds
Pheasant (blue) will carry approx 15 birds
Code EGC_Partridge £15.99
Code EGC_Pheasant £11.99

Ring Game Carrier
Leather, will carry 11 Birds. Has a clip 
attachment to fasten to coat or a bag
Code GC_Ring. £7.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW



Priests and Humane Despatch

Barbed Wire Covers

Priest
Our preists are a very high quality product 
and have been tested to ensure they meet 
your requirements.
Code PRIEST02 - Stag horn - £23.00
Code PRIEST03 - Stainless Steel - £19.95

Humane Bird Dispatcher and Leather 
Holster

This humane bird dispatcher can be used 
for wounded pheasants, partridges and 
other birds of a similar size which may 
need to be dispatched humanely.
To operate this tool, simply place the ‘jaws’ 
around the bird’s neck below the skull and 
squeeze. This will pinch the nerves in the 
neck, killing the bird instantly.
Code HBD £40
code HBDLH £19.99

Barbed Wire Cover
Made from tough canvas. Ideal for laying 
over a barbed wire fence for dog and 
owner to jump over! Clip to attach to your 
belt or bag. Folds for easy storage. Two 
sizes available in red or green.
Code BWC01 - £8.50
Code BWC02 - £6.50

NEW

NEW

NEW



Sporting Saint’s Shooting Saint Collection

Gundog Training Packs

Ear Plugs
Code Ear Plugs - £3.95

Gripstick Cartridge Collector
Code Gripstick - £49

Deluxe Wooden Rod Shotgun Cleaning 
Kit 12g
Code SGCK_12g £14.99

Zippo Handwarmer
Code Zippo_HW £20

Charcoal Handwarmer
Code JP_CH £7.95

Ear Defenders
Code JP_ED £22.95

Dummy Launcher Pack Code: PACK03 Price £106.00
Dummy Launcher c/w PVC launcher dummy. Canvas launcher dummy. 
Launcher blanks - middle distance 80 yards - yellow. Spare ‘O’ rings for 
launcher pack of 5

Dummy Launcher Pack C/W Tennis Ball Launcher Pack 
Code PACK03-TBL - £115.00
Dummy Launcher c/w Tennis Ball Launcher. PVC launcher dummy. 
Canvas launcher dummy. Olive green launcher sleeve. Launcher blanks - 
middle distance 80 yards - yellow. Spare ‘O’ rings for launcher pack of 5

Gundog Starter Pack Code PACK01 - £45.00
Puppy dummy. 1/2lb flyer dummy with a throwing toggle. 1lb dummy with 
throwing toggle. 210.5 or 211.5 Whistle and Olive green lanyard. Gundog 
slip lead x 2. Working Gundogs by Martin Deeley. Rabbit Ball

Handlers Beginner Pack Code PACK04 - £30.00
Small Game Bag with front net. Gundog Slip Lead. 211.5 or 210.5 Whistle 
and Fixed Neck Lanyard. Rabbit Ball. 1lb Hand Throwing Dummy

New Pup Pack Code PACK05 - £10.00
Puppy Dummy. Gundog Slip Lead. 211.5 or 210.5 Whistle and Fixed 
Neck Lanyard

NEW



Gamekeeping

Tally Counter
Keep count of birds and shots fired.
Code TC01 - £7.00

Decoy Calls
572 - Duck call standard - £7.75
574 - Duck call deluxe rubber grip - £10.50
259 - Crow/ rook call - £4.15
505 - Predator call plastic - £4.80
506 - Wooden rabbit squealer call - £6.50
507 - Predator call wood - £6.65
500 - Bird call - pigeon/dove - £12.95
504 - Bird call warbler - fox decoy - £2.05
263 - Bird call - jay magpie - £7.15

171.5 Acme Beaters Horn Small - £20.95

175.5 Acme Beaters Horn Large - £33.75

566 Acme Beaters Horn Black Plastic 
£27.75

Rabbit Purse Net
Code Purse Net - £2.99

Rabbit Snare
Code Snare - £1.99



Wax Weatherwear

Wax Stud Leggings
Side press-stud fastening. Studded straps 
for belt. Fully lined. Green in colour  - one 
size fits all.
Code WW01 - £15.50

Wax Gaiters
One size fits all. Zip fastening.
Code WW04 - £13.00

Wax Over Trousers
Top draw cord fastening with elasticated 
waist. Straight legs. Access slits to trouser 
pockets. Full nylon lining. Green in colour. 
S - XXL
Code WW02 - £19.95

Small: 30/32” waist - 25” inside leg

Medium: 32/34” waist - 25 ½ “ inside leg

Large: 36/38” waist - 26” inside leg

XLarge: 38/40” waist - 26 ½ “ inside leg

XXLarge: 40/42” waist - 26 ½ “ inside leg

Wax Treggings
Top elasticised with buckle fastening. 
Straight legs. Full nylon lining. Green in 
colour.  S - XXL
Code WW03 - £19.95

Small: 30/32” waist - 25” inside leg

Medium: 32/34” waist - 25 ½ “ inside leg

Large: 36/38” waist - 26” inside leg

XLarge: 38/40” waist - 26 ½ “ inside leg

XXLarge: 40/42” waist - 26 ½ “ inside leg

NEW


